HOW TO BUILD YOUR

OWN HAUNTED HOUSE

In NINA SONI, HALLOWEEN QUEEN , Nina wants to create an impressively scary
haunted house. Build your own haunted house! Use the instructions below to help you
create a place to scare people, so you, too, can be the Halloween Queen!
What I need for a Halloween haunted place
A good location
Building material
Scary, slimy, gooey, gross stuff
Spooky atmosphere
1. A GOOD LOCATION. This can be anywhere—a pop-up tent in your yard, a garage, a

basement, or a room. This will be a place for you to decorate and transform.
2. BUILDING MATERIAL. Nina uses old boxes to create a tunnel. You can also use

material like black tarp, polyvinyl, or dark fabric to put on walls or use as a backdrop. You
can decorate your haunted place with spiders, spiderwebs, lizards, ghosts, bats, or even
unconventional items like butterflies and flowers (like Kavita)—whatever fits your theme.

3. SCARY, SLIMY, GOOEY, GROSS STUFF. Collect and create items that will spook

your guests. You can use plastic or foam objects you buy at your local supplies store,
newspapers and glue to create papier-mâché, or everyday items you can transform
yourself. Get creative! Nina uses olives and grapes for eyeballs, cotton balls and sheets for
mini ghosts, a mixture of buttermilk and red tempura paint for fake blood, overcooked
spaghetti to hang from the ceiling, and warty squash.
4. SPOOKY ATMOSPHERE. You can play haunted music or sounds in the background.

You can use lighting to make your haunted place look dark and creepy. You can
even give your guests flashlights to hold while they explore your haunted place.
You can also use special effects like a fog machine or strobe lights to create
a dramatic effect.
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A few more things to keep in mind!

PLAN YOUR HAUNTED PATH. Whether it’s a maze, a tunnel, or a room, you

want to direct your guests on where to go and explore so they see all of your scary
decorations. Make sure there is a clear pathway, or use signs with arrows showing
people where to go next.
INVITE PEOPLE. Now that you’ve spent time creating your haunted place, invite

people to experience it! You can create invitations to send out, or ask people to join you.
THANK YOUR GUESTS. You want your guests to appreciate all the hard work

you put into your haunted place, but you also want to make sure you appreciate your
guests for experiencing it! You can hand out party favors as a thank-you after they’ve
visited your haunted place. Nina offers her guests apple cider and handmade stick
ghosts after they’ve gone through her haunted tunnel.
HAVE FUN! Your haunted creation isn’t complete unless you’ve had fun creating it

and sharing it with people.
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